
  Options To Modify Hard Song Phrases To Practice Effectively - Speed & Key

Speed (of note changes at a high accuracy at any key) Key (high accuracy on notes across your entire range)

Repeat at original speed Repeat at original key

Speed - 5% increments Key - 1 Semitone increments - Minus 12 to 0 - Minus 6 to 0

Speed - 10% increments Key - 1 Semitone increments - o  to Plus 6 then Minus 6 to 0

Speed - Static speed, increment when ready 25/50/75/100 Key - Octaves Rotation - Low/Mid/High - Low/High - Mid/High

Speed - Static speed, increment when ready 33/66/88/100 Key - 5 Voices - Low/Mid/High/Falsetto/Blend

Notes at one second per note using Singing Pitch Trainer

Notes at one second per note, manually from your mind The above methods will do the following:

Listening to one note, pressing pause, transcribing in SPT Provide a warm up, by starting low and getting higher gradually

Sing easy notes fast, and do a freeze hold on weak note Equally train your entire range, so your whole voice sounds great

Count number of notes on fingers to help you organize Stretch your range lower, so you can sound richer

Sing the transition between one section and another, slow Stretch your range higher, so you can have more impact

Stop and hold any note in a phrase The tools to make these modifications are (click to get them):

Learn the rhythm of a phrase with singer, adding accents Singing Pitch Trainer (web app created by Rached)

Sing one line (max 5-10 notes) with singer, then alone Transpose Extension For Chrome (for use with YouTube)

The above methods will do the following: Amazing Slow Downer (for Spotify/Mp3s on Smart Phones)

Make you sound smooth instead of sloppy on note changes

http://singingpitchtrainer.com
https://transpose.video/
https://www.ronimusic.com/

